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1    Introduction 

The recent past of monetary policy-making was characterized by increasingly inde- 

pendent central banks and a stronger focus on price stability in many countries. 

Theoretically, the benefits of such a development can be explained by the research on 

time-inconsistent policies (KyiHand and Prescott. 1977: Barroand Gordon. 1983). Ilia 

seminal paper. Rogoff (1985) shows that a society's welfare can be increased through 

isolating monetary policy from political pressure (independence) and through a|>- 

pointing a central banker which is more inflation averse than society (conservatism).1 

Today, this combination of independence and conservatism (effective conservatism) is 

a prominent feature of monetary policy around the world. For example, Fry et al. 

(2000) show that, in 1998. 71% of central banks judge themselves as being indepen- 

dent. 

In many countries, the institutional reforms have been accompanied by more trans- 

parency of monetary policy-making. Transparency is often seen as an important issue 

in achieving the necessary democratic accountability of independent and conservative 

central banks (Blinder et al.. 2008; Dincer and Eichengreen. 2009). Consequently, 

research on central bank transparency lias grown rapidly throughout the last decade. 

One major strand of the transparency literature addresses political transparency. Po- 

litical transparency refers to the distribution of information between central banks 

and the private sector regarding policy goals, their priorities and quantification.2 Up 

to now. the theoretical literature reached no consensus on the effects of political trans- 

There is also evidence challenging the desirability of such a delegation solution. For example. 
McCallum (199r>) iu-gucs that the time-inconsistency problem persists because delegation arrange- 
ments might be changed ex post. Muscatelli (1998) shows that, in the case of uncertain preferences. 
delegation might not be beneficial. Demertzis el al. (2001) reveal a conflict between fiscal ami 
monetary policy under delegation. 

2Bcsidos political transparency Ccraats (2002) identifies four more categories: economic, procedu- 
ral, policy and operational transparency. Hahn (2002) distinguishes between knowledge, operational 
and goal (political) transparency. See Geraats (2002). Blinder et al. (200H) or van der Cnujsen and 
Kijffiugcr (2009) for a detailed survey of the related literature. 



parency on macroeconomic performance and social welfare.3 

Figure 1: Monetary policy structure 
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Figure 1 illustrates a stylized sequential structure of monetary policy. Monetary 

policy is subdivided in two stages. The first stage describes the entire determination 

of the institutional setting with the following sequential events. First, society decides 

on the terms of delegation; i.e., it chooses both the level of independence and the 

degree of conservatism of its central bank (effective conservatism). Second, the ap- 

pointed central bank then sets the level of political transparency. In the second stage, 

monetary policy is conducted, with inflation and production being the macroeconomic 

policy outcome. While policy implementation in the second stage is a repeated event. 

the institutional setting in stage 1 represents a long-term decision. 

This paper addresses two shortcomings of the existing theoretical literature on 

political transparency which tan be explained on the basis of this simplistic struc- 

ture of monetary policy-making. First, most contributions, that aim at answering i he 

question whether political transparency is socially beneficial, have a purely normative 

perspective.  Hence, different from the structure displayed in ligurc I. this literature 

\\: review this literature hrurlv in section i 



implicitly assumes thai society itself is able to choose the level of central bunk trans- 

parency. But, in reality, most central banks determine how transparent they are. As 

a consequence, a conflict may arise between the degrees of transparency chosen by the 

central bank and the socially optimal degrees of transparency. However, up to now. 

there is only little research with a positive perspective to address such a conflict. 

Second, in the literature on the optimal choice of transparency, the delegation solu- 

tion is prevalently treated as exogenous. Given the sequence of events as illustrated in 

figure 1. society's choice on delegation and the central bank's choice on transparency- 

are not independent of each other. Consequently, the endogenous choice of delega- 

tion should be considered when analyzing the benefits and the choice of transparency. 

There is a lot of research separately addressing the endogenous choice of delegation. 

However, to our knowledge, there is no research which considers the link between the 

endogenous choices of delegation and transparency. 

This paper aims at filling the described gaps. Using a simple neoclassical time- 

inconsistency framework, monetary policy is modeled as a two-stage game between 

the private sector and the central bank as illustrated in figure 1. In the first stage, the 

institutional design is determined. Society first, chooses the delegation solution and 

the appointed central bank then determines the transparency regime. In the second 

stage, monetary policy is conducted. We show that, in a model with stochastic policy 

targets and asymmetric information, the transparency regime chosen by the monetary 

authority, which the model predicts to be more inflation averse than society, does not 

coincide with the regime preferred by society. Independent of society's choice of 

delegation, the central bank decides to reveal the inflation target and to conceal the 

out put target.  However, society either prefers transparency or opacity of both targets. 

Many central banks have often been accused of being too secretive (e.g. Svcnsson. 

2002).    Our results imply that central banks can also be excessively transparent. 

'See section 2. 



Furthermore, the model's predictions with respect to the publication of targets is in 

line with the observed behavior of many central banks. In practice, most central 

hanks have transparent inflation targets hut are very opaque with respect to other 

targets (Geraats. '201)6). 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the related literature 

Section 3 introduces the basic two-stage model of monetary policy. Section 4 analyzes 

the policy implementation process in stage 2 and derives equilibrium policy outcome. 

In section 5, the endogenous choice of delegation and transparency is examined. Sec- 

tion 6 discusses the results in detail. Section 7 concludes. 

2    Brief review of literature 

This theoretical paper contributes to the literature on political central bank trans- 

parency. We limit the following review to the theoretical research on the aspects 

of political transparency which this paper addresses. Excellent surveys of the entire 

transparency literature are provided by Halm (2002). Geraats (2002). Blindei et al 

(2008) or van der Cruijsen and Eijffinger (2009) 

The theoretical literature on political transparency prevalently argues in favor of 

the hypothesis that transparency arrangements matter for a country's macroeoonomii 

performance. However, the literature has not yet come to unambiguous conclusions 

with respect to the social desirability of transparency. In a seminal paper, Cukierman 

and Meltzer (1986) show that higher transparency, resulting from a higher quality 

of money control, lowers the inflation bias but restricts the policymaker's abilit) to 

boost output through surprise inflation. In a framework with endogenous wage setting 

by unions. Sorensen (1991) shows that uncertainty of the policy maker's preferences 

may be beneficial Eijffinger et al. (2000a. 2003) find a detrimental effect of additive 

uncertainty of central banks' preferences on the inflation bias and on inflation vari- 



ability but also identify a beneficial effect on output stabilization for central banks 

with a large time-inconsistency problem. Consequently, transparency is not necessar- 

ily welfare-enhancing. Beetsma and Jensen (2003) show that preference uncertainty is 

always detrimental. According to Hughes Hallett and Libich (2000) goal-transparency 

increases the central banks accountability for price stability, lowers inflation and in- 

creases credibility. Geraats (2007) argues that optimal transparency is characterized 

by a clear communication of the inflation target but an ambiguous communication of 

the output target and supply shocks. In this journal. Halm (2009) analyzes the effects 

of transparency in a very general framework with correlation between the stochastic 

employment target and the stochastic relative weight of the policy targets. He finds 

that society favors opacity if its relative weight on inflation is sufficiently high. 

As argued earlier, the existing literature sparely addresses the issues which this 

paper aims at. First, only few contributions explicitly analyze a possible divergence 

of the socially optimal transparency regimes and the preferences of a central bank. 

Hughes Hallett and Viegi (2003) show that the central bank may benefit from lower 

inflation through limited transparency of the relative importance of its policy targets. 

Society, however, would prefer transparency. Analyzing the transparency of voting 

behavior in central bank councils. Gersbach and Halm (2008) show that transparency- 

is detrimental and might create a conflict between socially desirable and individual 

optimal voting behavior. A conflict between practiced and socially desirable trans- 

parency regimes is also implicit in the analysis of FX'13 policy by Buiter (1990) and 

Svensson (2002). Baiter (1999) generally attacks the ECB because of its lack of trans- 

parency, openness and accountability: Svensson (2002) criticizes the ambiguous and 

asymmetric definition of price stability in the early years of the ECB. The optimal 

choice of goal-transparency is analyzed by Hughes Hallett and Libich (2006). They 

show that goal-transparency is socially beneficial since it reduces society's monitoring 

cost.   Nevertheless, independent central bankers may not practice transparency to 



avoid accountability. 

Second, to our knowledge, there is no research which considers the link between 

the endogenous choices of delegation and transparency. Apart from transparency. 

the delegation solution is endogenously determined in many papers on central hank 

design. Eijffiuger pt al. (2000b). for example, analyze the optimal degree of ronsi i 

vatism in open economies. Hughes Hallett and Weymark (2004, 2005) or Lockwood 

et al. (1998) apply two-stage models of monetary policy with an endogenous choice 

of the institutional design in the first stage and policy implementation in the second 

stage. However, the interaction between the endogenous determination of the different 

features of central bank design has widely been neglected. 

3    Theoretical framework 

We apply a simple neoclassical model and keep it to a minimum complexity which 

suffices to derive the results. The applied game-theoretic framework stands in the 

tradition of the standard Barro and Gordon (1983) model with stochastic supply 

shocks. Aggregate supply is given by an expectations-augmented Phillips-curve 

.'/ = .</' + i- - »r* + f • (I) 

where the (log of) output is determined by the (log of) natural rate of output </". 

the rate of inflation n which is assumed to be perfectly and directly controlled by the 

monetary authority, rationally formed inflation expectations of wage setters w' and i 

stochastic supply shock t (with E\(] - 0 and V'«r[f] = T,
2
). 

Social welfare is described by a standard quadratic lixss function 

,' = IaJW0r-fl-*)!1 + |(}/-jn2
! (2) 

where a denotes the relative weight the median voter assigns to deviations ol in- 

flation from its optimum x' relative to deviations of output from //* > y". The loss 

7 



function of the monetary authority differs from social loss in the target levels and the 

relative weight assigned to the goals: 

/'" = !«(*-*)2+ !(;,-.y)2. (3) 

with a = \ow. The parameter \ > l) denotes the degree of effective conservatism5 

and y = y* + ju and jf = n* + l> denote the stochastic policy targets of the monetary 

authority. Shocks to the target can be interpreted, e.g.. as a changing committee 

composition of the decision-making body. Frequent changes in central banks' targets 

seem to be a relevant real world phenomenon. Fry et al. (2000) show that 39'/ of 

their sample countries substantially revise the inflation target more than annually- In 

our model, shocks are assumed to have zero mean as well as a constant and finite 

variance (<r*. al). are uncorrelated (E[r/i] = 0, £[f/(] = 0. E[fv\ = 0) and private 

information of the monetary authority.6 

Monetary policy can be characterized by a two-stage process.7 Stage 1 describes 

the determination of the institutional design of monetary policy. First, society chooses 

the delegation solution 0 < \ < oo.N Second, the appointed central bank decides on 

the transparency regime. VV'e distinguish 1 possible transparency strategies. Let E[t] 

sWe do not rule out the case \ < 1, Le. a monetary authority that is teas conservative than 
society. 

''£[*/*] = tl and E[fv] = 0 seem plausible because the (non-autocorrelated) real shock hits the 
economy only after the target shocks has occured. Concerning the target shocks, it would rather 
seem plausible that, in the case of stochastic target weights, the targets shocks are correlated with 
the stochastic weights (Malm, 2009). In OUT interpretation, it seems adequate to assume no sys- 
tematic relation between the shocks; i.e.. 'adjustments" of the inflation target are. on average, not 
accompanied by different output targets (£"[(7/] = 0). 

7Hughes Hallel and Weyniark (2004, 2005) and Loekwood et al. (1998) use a similar two-stage 
framework with an endogenous choice of the institutional design of a central Wank. 

H\ote. tluil we do not analyze if delegation is beneficial. According to HogoH* (1985). delegating to 
an effectively conservative central bank enhances social welfare. However, information asymmetries, 
e.g. on policy targets, imply additional costs. Tins could in fact lead to higher social welfare 
under non-delegation. In the reminder of the paper, we focus on an analysis of monetary policy 
under delegation. Also, one could imagine that society strategically chooses the "initial* targets of 
monetary policy. Mishkin and Sclunidt-Hebel (2002) argue that there is a strong heterogeneity with 
respect to who chooses the targets in reality. Therefore, we do not explicitly model the choice of the 
targets and assume the "initial" central bank targets to coincide with the socially optimal values. 



and k'[n\ denote the information on the policy targets available to tlie- public9 

/•-l.vl = </ t -„/<• (5) 

With TT. = "j, = I there is perfect transparency of both targets With T, = TV = n the 

central bank discloses no information on the targets (perfect opacity). There are also 

two mixed regimes. With r» = 1 (l)| and r„ = 0 (1) there is transparency (opacity) 

of the inflation target I>i• t opacity (transparency) of the output target We do not 

take into account noisy disclosure of information (see e.g Morris and Sinn. 2002 01 

Geraats. 2007); i.e., the central hank is ahle to perfectly signal the targets."' 

In stage '-'. the actual policy implementation process takes place The sequential 

structure is a.s follows: First, the shocks to the policy targets occur and the monetary 

authority discloses information on the actual targets depending on the transparency 

solution as described above. Second, wage setters form inflation expectations without 

knowledge of the supply shock and given the information on the policy targets. Third, 

the shock t occurs. Fourth, the monetary authority implements the rate of inflation 

minimizing its loss function. 

The model is solved liv backward induction In a lirst step, equilibrium inflation 

and output is determined (stage-2-gan»e), given the transparency regime (rr, r,) and 

the delegation solution (\) chosen in stage 1 Theu, the institutional arrangements 

resulting from the stage-1-game are identified iisine, the expectations of the policy 

outcome in stage 2. 

''Hence, we uilerpret  1lan.spaicnrv its (Unclosing in tin 111.II ion ml tile Hue tnrgfl  WUKM lc.t\ih 

distribution of -heck;, unchanged, sec e H  Hahn (20(19). 
M'\\e .an ex.hide strategies with 0 < T« < 1 ami II • r„ < 1. BesldcM silnplifvinii the formal 

analysis it appears feasible since we analyse the case of an e* ante choice of the tranaparenc) regime 
Similar to the Hognir 11985) delegation solution, it is implicitl\ assumed thai this. institutional dorign 
i- credible and not revised ex post Hence, in ihi> paper we do not analyse the Incentives ol central 
banks to deviate from this tale-based' transparency ouce Hie regime ia establutbed and the policy 
implementation procen take- place- 



4    Stage 2: Monetary policy implementation 

Using backward induction the stage-2-gaine is solved. Minimizing the loss of the mon- 

etary authority (3) subject to the Phillips-curve (1) with respect to ar and considering 

the private sectors' rational expectations yields equilibrium inflation and output:" 

T " " = ** + - .y -.</" - T—-f + T—-" + —r—^'- (6) 
ft 1 + ft 1 + o o 1 + o 

Ot(l-T,)       ,   1-T„ 

1 + ft 1 + ft 1 + ft 

Average inflation exceeds the optimal rate of inflation IT' by ~(jf — <y") reflecting 

the well-known inflationary bias. Average (log of) output equals the (log of) natural 

output. Different transparency regimes r„ and r,, do not have an impact on the average 

levels of inflation and output. However, transparency influences the variability of the 

macro variables and has opposite effects on inflation and output variability. Under 

transparency, expected inflation varies with the shocks // and v. Higher variability of 

inflation expectations then transmits to higher inflation variability:1" 

Var[n^] = Var[^] + ^±^al. (8) 

Var[^}=Var[n^}+J^trl. (9) 

In contrast, transparency involves a stronger co-movement of inflation and private- 

sector inflation expectations because the information on target shocks is symmetric. 

According to (1). the resulting lower variability of the inflation expectations error 

under transparency leads to lower variation of output around its natural level:1'1 

"See appendix A.l for the derivation of the policy outcome. The results are similar to, e.g.. 
Domcrtzis and Hughes Hallet (2007). 

I2See appendix A.2 for a comparison of variances. 
1;JTlie expectations error is given by w — TT'' = '* ]7,, c + "nju^ — T+n(- ^"or transparency of 

both targets the error is independent of the period shocks to the targets and its variance is smaller 
compared to all other transparency regimes {rn, rK). 

Ill 



V'W-Y~V*]-X[T&*- (10) 

5    Stage 1:   Delegation solution and transparency 
regime 

The analysis of the endogenous choice of the delegal solution (\ I and the trans- 

parency strategy (r„. ra) is based upon the ex ante expected losses ol the monel irj 

authority and society in stage 1 Due t" the sequential interaction, we again derive 

the equilibrium strategies by backward induction. Given a delegation solution \. 

the monetary authority determines its transparency strategy, Society decides on the 

delegation solution, anticipating the strategj of the monetary authority. 

5.1    Choice of the transparency regime 

The objective function of the monetary authority in stage I |rx ante expected li as) 

is derived l>> inserting (G) and (7) in (3) and applying the expectations operator (see 

Appendix B.l): 

with / = | (-f8) (.'/' - u")1 + *\fr,n? Comparing expected losses for different trans 

parencv regimes reveals that the monetary authority always prefers trausparencj oi 

tin inflation target and opai iiv of the output targe) (r„ - I and rt = 0). Even though 

the transparency of targets increases inflation variability and decreases output wuri 

ability relative to opacity, both effects are beneficial for the centra] bank in the case 

of the inflation target. In contrast, both effects are detrimental in the case of the 

output target. In section li these effects are discussed in detail   Hence, independent 

II 



of the choice of \ by society the monetary authority decides on announcing the infla- 

tion target and on concealing the output target. The preferred order of transparency 

regimes is14 

£[r(i.o)] < {E[r(o.o)\,E[r(i,i)}} < E[r(o.i)j. (13) 

5.2    Choice of the delegation solution 

The appointment of the monetary authority by society is based on the minimization 

of the expected social loss which is given by (see Appendix B.2) 

E[r(r„rv)] - ^r,,t+a^(1~^ (14) 

+
 2 

with h = r2 l'*j- + 1) {y' - y")2 + | ("1+),"2 ) &?•   As previously shown, the central 

bank practices transparency of the inflation target and opacity of the output target, 

independent of society's delegation solution.   As a consequence, society minimizes 

the welfare loss /?[/"(1.0)] by choosing the locally optimal delegation solution, given 

the monetary authority implements its preferred transparency strategy.  Minimizing 

£,'(/"( 1, ())] with respect to \ yields the equilibrium condition for the delegation solution 

(?/•-.V")2 1+n"       3=  »A/(\-0    -2 .... 

\3(oA')2       (1 + ,V'*A'):,<7"      (l + \oA')3'7,' 

In optimum, the marginal gain from higher effective conservatism which results from a 

lower inflationary bias and a lower effect of uncertainty of the output target on social 

welfare equals the marginal costs resulting from higher output variability.  Equation 

(15) is only satisfied when the marginal cost term on the right is positive.   This is 

only true for \ > 1; i.e.. society appoints a central bank which is more inflation averse 

than society. 
l*See Appendix C.l. The order between E[Pn(0,0)] and £('"'( 1.1)] depends ou whether the degree 

of effective conservatism exceeds or Hills short of \ = ^\j A I 1 4- J\ + ^ 1. 

12 



6    Discussion of the results 

Under delegation, the equilibrium of the endogeuously chosen delegation solution 

and transparency regime is characterized by an effectively conservative central bank 

(\ > 1) its well as transparency' of the inflation and opacity ol the out.pul target 

In order to determine the welfare effects, the equilibrium ha* to be compared to the 

globally and socially optimal combination of effective conservatism and transparency, 

given that monetary policy is delegated Using ill) and comparing the expected loss 

of society for different r, and 7V reveals that society prefers either transparency 01 

opacity of both targets: 

eim n       f (I. 1)    if V > \ , ,,., at •iinnn[,r T^L\l [T„.TV)) = j   (() ())    tf * < *    . 111.) 

with \ = I + Jl + jpn-.18 Hence, under delegation, the globally optimal solution 

for society is characterized l>v R delegation solution which is accompanied l>v either 

transparency or opacity of both targets. Consequently, tin- equilibrium strategy does 

not represent the social optimum under delegation. 

Figure 2 exemplarily displays the ex ante expected social loss foi each possible 

transparency regime (r», TV). The figure represents the case where the social optimum 

under delegation is characterized by opacity of both targets {T, = 0, r„ = 0)." 

degrees of effective conservatism below \ society prefers total opacity Beyond \ 

total transparency yields lower expected social losses. The transparency strategj 

practiced by the monetary authority (r, = l.\ = n) is outperformed cither hj 

total transparency (\ > \l or total opacity (\ < \) The loss in the equilibrium 

combination of delegation and transparency the minimum of the continuous black 

line- is large) than in the social optimum under delegation. 

lr\S«» Appendix C "2. 
lr'TUe Spire is Imsiyl mi simulations uf I lie aliove model for the parameters valuo, i/'- IJ" 

er»= 1.5 and o^ -2andnM = 1.2. 

13 
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So far. we have .shown that there is a conflict between the preferred transparency 

regimes of society and the central bank.1' In the following, we analyze in more 

detail, how and why the preferred regimes differ. As shown above, transparency of 

the inflation target decreases output variability relative to opacity. This effect is 

beneficial for both, the central bank and society. Under transparency: i.e.. symmetric 

information, shocks to the inflation target do not cause inflation expectation errors 

and. thus, do not alter output, (variability). The output targets of the central bank (jj) 

and society (.y*) are independent of inflation target shocks. As a consequence, lower 

output variability results in lower expected loss and transparency is beneficial. In 

contrast, even though a transparent inflation target unequivocally increases inflation 

''All qualitative results in this paper are not sensitive to changing the structural parameters of 
Uu' mode), e.g. a different slope of the Phillips-curve which is normalized to 1 in our model. 

I 1 



variability, this effect is detrimental for society bul beneficial for the centra] hank. F«n 

tlic latter, an inflation target shock under transparent v pushes actual and targeted 

inflation in the same direction and to the same extent (see (6) for r. = 11. \- a 

result, the deviation from the target is tiol affected by the shocks, Higher inflation 

variations under transparency, thus, are accompanied by lower variations in deviations 

from the target than under opacity. Expected central hank loss is lower HoweVf 

society's expected loss increases because a target shock alters inflation but leaves the 

social target IT" unchanged. The resulting higher variability of target deviations yields 

higher expected social loss. 

With regard to output target shocks, the inflation variability effect of transparent \ 

is detrimental for the central bank and society. Shocks to the output target leave the 

inflation targets (s and 7r*t unaffected hut lead to higher inflation variability undet 

transparency l see (tj) for r„ = 1). Hencp. inflation Hint nations around the target 

are more pronounced, implying highei expected loss. The output variability effecl is 

now beneficial for society hut detrimental for the central hank   Revealing tl itpul 

target  yields inflation expectations errors which are not  sensitive to target   slnx k-. 

Under transparency, output  is. thus, independent of the shocks.   For the central 

hank, shocks induce Buctuat 8 of the central hank's output  target  which leads Ui 

higher variation in target deviations and higher expei ted loss. Soi ietv a output target 

remains unaffected under transparency.  Thus, target deviations war) less, implying 

lower expected social costs   As a result of all effects. I lie central hank always benefits 

from transparency of the inflation target and opacity oftheoutpul target   In contrast 

society always laics a trade-off "" 

The conflict between the socially optimal and the chosen transparency regime , an 

"Note, that society'!! irade-otf between trnusparencv anil opacity is identical fur both tin 
iiilicr words. \ is tlic threshold level of effective conservatism which exact h cancels out the inflation 
ami i nit put variability effects fur both, the inflation target and the output target shucks I^T appendix 
C\2|. 
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be triggered by two differences in the objective functions of society and the central 

bank. First, under delegation, the central banks' targets arc subject to shocks. Sec- 

ond, the central banks relative weight on the targets differs from the preferences of 

society. In order to separate the effect, we analyze the case o = a"; i.e., the central 

bank and society attach the same relative weights to the targets (\ = 1) but the cen- 

tral bank has private information. Because society's threshold level for transparency 

is always greater than 1 (\ = 1 + ^/T+T/o*'). opacity will be socially superior in 

this case. Only a > a limits the social costs of transparency and a transparent 

regime may become desirable. Making the central bank more inflation averse in- 

creases its costs of inflation variance relative to output variance. This in fact alters 

society's trade-off with respect to transparency. As evident from equations (8) to 

(11), a higher relative target weight a mitigates the detrimental inflation variability 

effects. In contrast, the beneficial output variability effects are more pronounced. 

The above findings have some interesting implications. One policy implication of 

the model might be that, due to the strong conflict between the preferred strategics 

by society and the central bank, the choice of the transparency regime should be part 

of the delegation solution of society. This solution would solve the conflict, but it 

would require credibility of such an arrangement; i.e., central banks do not deviate 

from such a regime in the policy implementation process. 

Another prediction of the model is that central banks always choose to publish 

inflation targets and conceal output targets. Traditionally, central banks did not pub- 

lish inflation targets which is at odds with the models prediction. However, especially 

in times of more independent central banks, transparency has become a necessary con- 

dition for the accountability and the credibility of central banks. Many central banks 

have increased transparency in the recent past (Minder et al., 2008). Today, many 

central banks publish inflation targets rather than output targets (Geraats, 2006). A 

prominent example is the fcX'B which has a transparent inflation target of below, but 
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<l(w to 2'Z. There is. however, hardly any information on the output target. The 

analysis of Fry et al. (2000) reveals that 59?? of the central banks in their sample 

publish explicit inflation targets. 

Many central banks have often been accused of being too secretive. A prominent 

example is the ECB (Buiter. 1999; Svensson, 2002). However, our model implies that 

a central bank can also be too transparent. In the case of total secrecy minimizing 

social costs, the predicted central bank behavior: i.e.. the publication of inflation 

targets, is socially sub-optimal. 

In our model, inflation and output variability effects are the only determinants of 

the desirability of transparency. Of course, we do not claim that our model captures 

all motives for transparency. The literature discusses a variety of different motives 

Milton Friedman suggested that by far and away the two most important variables in 

their loss function are avoiding accountability on the one hand and achieving public 

prestige on the other' (quoted from Fischer, 1990. p. 1181). Avoiding accountability 

may imply that central banks choose lo be opaque. Applying the theory of bureau- 

cracy to the ECB. Forder (2002) argues that central banks pursue their own goals n> 

maintaining independence, prestige, maximum discretion and avoiding blame for fail- 

ure. This may lead the ECB to ambiguous communication and intransparency. Dincer 

and Bichengreen (2009) also argue that transparency can go too far and central banks 

might be subject to pressure from different interest groups and their independence 

might be challenged. Cont.rarily. a Niskanen type of argument of budget maximizing 

would imply that central banks tend to maximize transparency. Through the prepa- 

ration of reports and the excessive communication with the public central bankers 

may try to maximize the size of their institution.''' 

"See IJerRer et til. (2006), p. ti in the context of central l>iiuk independence. 
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7    Conclusion 

In this paper, we applied a simple neoclassical time-inconsistency framework in which 

monetary policy is modeled as a two-stage game between the private sector and the 

central bank. In the first stage, society first chooses the delegation solution (effec- 

tive conservatism) and the appointed central bank then determines the transparency 

regime. In the second stage, monetary policy is conducted. We show that, in a model 

with stochastic policy targets and asymmetric information, the transparency regime 

chosen by the monetary authority, which the model predicts to be more inflation 

averse than society, does not coincide with the regime preferred by society. Inde- 

pendent of society's choice of the degree of effective conservatism, the central bank 

practices transparency of the inflation and opacity of the output target. However, 

society either prefers transparency or opacity of both targets. The results imply that 

there is a strong conflict between socially optimal and practiced transparency regimes. 

As a conclusion, the choice of the transparency regime should be part of the optima] 

delegation solution. 

While many central banks have often been accused of being too secretive our 

results imply that central banks can also be excessively transparent. Furthermore, 

the model's prediction with respect to the publication of targets is in line with the 

observed behavior of many central banks. In practice, most central banks seem to 

have transparent inflation targets but conceal other targets (Gcraats. 2000). 
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Appendix A: Derivation of equilibrium monetary 
policy outcome 

Appendix A.l: Derivation of equilibrium inflation and output 

Inserting aggregate supply (1) in the loss of the monetary authority (.i) and differen- 

tiating with respect to inflation yields the first-order condition 

o(ir - S-) + y" - y + 7T - n' + f = 0. (A.l) 

(1 +-<*)*• = rtif + y - y" + n'-c. (A.2) 

The private sector forms rational inflation expectations (i.e. E[ir\ = 7r'). given the 

information on the policy targets (4) and (5). Inflation expectation!! can be call ulated 

as follows. 

(1 + <*)£[*] = a£[#] + Effi - y" + Ef**] - F[,]. I A.3) 

(1 + ft)7r' = an' + OTxV + y' +• TyH - y" + TT'. (A.l) 

if = 7r* +• -(y' - y") + r„v + -Tyix. i \ 
a a 

Inserting inflation expectations in (A.2) and using n — TT* I U and ;/ = //* 4 // yields 

inflation in equilibrium: 

(1 +o)77 = (I7f + I'l - I/" + TT* + -((/" - (/") + TrV + -T,.U - I. (A.6) 
(I Q 

(1 -r<»)7T = rt(7T* + t>) + (/'  fB- I/"  f TT-  +   -(I/-   -  (/')   t   7>r   I    -T.AI - f.        (A 71 
a o 

T T I ,  .       „, ' a + TT        1 o + r„ 
T " " = T' + -(»' - .(/") - —— <• + —--t; + --—-v-». A.8) 

0 1 + 0        1+0        (I l+ll 

Calculating unexpected inflation and inserting in the Phillips-curve (1) yields equilib- 

rium output: 

1 ft + 7-„ 1 ft + T„ 1 

1+0        1+0 1+0 
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,. rtC  - TV) t — Ta 1 
!/ = y" + JT-W* + f = .</" +     , i' + v-TT2/' - f + f. 

1 +a I +<>        1 +o 

;/"Tv = .</' + ——i + 
Orfl-.Tj 

1+Q 1+ C> 
r + 

I + o' 

(A.II) 

(A.12) 

Appendix A.2: Variance of inflation and output under differ- 
ent transparency regimes 

Under the assumption of tmcorrelated shocks; i.o., zero covariance, the variance of 

equilibrium inflation (see (())) is given by 

Var\Trr"T"\ = Ynr T + -in - if") - -rr-rc + , . _ v + - , , _ V (A.13) 

ITTb**] - ^-,,? + £±3&* + ife±3&». (A.1I) 

+ o 1+ n nl+n 

)V,  l(a + Tj)» 
(l+«)2"'   '   (l + o)2    "     n2 (1+a)2 '"' 

Now. the difference in inflation variance between a transparent and an opaque inflation 

target can lie calculated as 

L        J \(l+'0 (I+o)" n2(l+")2    '/ 

- (      l       rr8 +      ^      J + li^±Zkl!„A 
V (1+ ft)*   '       (1 + «)8   '      nMl + «)'    '7 

2c* + 1 

(1+Q)^>0- 

Similarity, the difference in inflation variance between a transparent and an opaque 

output target is given by 

Var[^'}-V„r[^}    =    (—L-rf + £±2&i» + i M£jVlJ| 
V(l + a)2 (1+a)2 <v2(l + a)2  '/ 

- f       '      JT
2 + <° + r*>2.T; *   '       "'      TA 

\(\ + rv)2   '       (1+n)2    "+a2(l + r>)2   '7 
1    2o+l     2      „ 

The variance of output is 

Vor [j/r"r»] = V^or 

rv2(l +«)2 

„ ,     a »(1 -r„)        1 -T„ 

l+o l + O 
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VarW 
(1 + «)*  ' (1 + a)*     '       (l + o)2   "' 

(A.18) 

Output variability differs between a transparent and an opaque inflation target ac- 

cording to 

(A.I'M 

7^   <  " 
(l+<>)2   " 

and between a transparent and an opaque output target according to 

Yar[;iT"A] -VarW 
(    o?      ,    a*(l-Ty)»   \ 

_ (     n2       a . ^2d-r.)2  ^ ,    _J   A 
V(l+<v)-'a'        (l + a)»  ff,,+ (l + o)-,rT"j 

(A.2(1) 

T<T: < 0. 
(1 +o)-'   " 

Appendix B: Derivation of ex ante expected loss 

Appendix B.l: Derivation of the ex ante expected loss of the 
monetary authority 

First, the period loss is obtained by inserting equilibrium inflation (6) and output (7) 

from stage 2 in the loss function of the monetary authority (3): 

wmi > '      /   . I ,   . r,v ' O + 7> 1 (t + T„ \ * 
H*V,V)    =    -o    7T* t. -y--,/')-_—f+-     -r+-——*//-- 

2    \        q l+o        l+o        (i 1 + o / 

a(l-rr)       1-r,        \' 
TTTT"+TT^"-VJ +2 lv + TT^ f + tn.i) 

Using 1/ = t/* + JJ and it = jr* + r. rewriting and applying the expectations operator 

yields 

t'['"'(r».r„)]    =    -o£ 

4« 
(-<•* -'"'-rT7;f-TT77r + oTT77"j 

V l+o l+O 1 + ()      / 
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Uuder the assumption that shocks have a mean of zero and arc ancorrelated (£'[('//] 

0, £[f//] = 0. E[eu] = U) we obtain equation (12): 

I 1 
Elr^.T,,))   =   £W-rf+m + a^,-2{1 + ay ^4^f^V] 

1 1 (ft + r„) 1      a2 

^/'"(W,,)] 1     a 

2 \    n    / 2 1 + ft 

ltt(r,-l)' 1 (<» f r„)2  , 
2     1 +a       "     2a(l + n)   "' 

(D.2) 

Appendix B.2: Derivation of the ex ante expected social loss 

Inserting equilibrium inflation (b) and output (7) from stage 2 in the .social loss func- 

tion (2) yields 

'"(Tir.r,,)   = 
U/1M       „. 1 <v + r 1 a + T„   Va 

2 V L + O 1 + Q 1 + i   / 

Applying the expectations operator and taking into account that the zero-mean shocks 

are uncorrelated we obtain equation (14): 

, 2" 

£[<>„• r„)]    =    \aME 

+ 2E 

\o 1 + <i       1 + o        a 1 + 'i •   / 

.    . " ,   <V(1  - O       ,    1 ~rv !/   + ,   ,      f +      ,        —'  +  .   ,      /' + ft 1 + ft l+o' 
(B.4) 
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1O»(I-TW)'   f ..     Kl-r,)8      . 
+ 2   (!+«)»   E['  ] + 72jTT^E[l'1 

,   ltt"(tt + T,)» + Q»(l-T,)'    , 
+2 (T7^ "= 

Appendix C: Preferred transparency regimes 

Appendix C.l: Preferred transparency regime of the monetary 
authority 

The ex ante expected loss<-s nf I lie monetary authority [see equation (12)| for different 

transparency regimes {T„.T„) are given by 

£['"'(1.0)1   =   f+\j^"l 

•HMfl   =   , + 1^ + 1^ <(,,, 

Since TT-^.^ < —'^"i and -rj-ai > 0. equation (l.'i) holds and the monetary authority 

strictly prefers transparency of the inflation target and opacity of the output target 
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independent of the delegation solution: 

£[r(l,0)| < {E[lm(Q,0)\.E[lm{l,l)\} < E[l'"(Q. 1)]. (C.5) 

Appendix C.2 Preferred transparency regime of society 

The ex ante expected social losses [see equation (14)] for different transparency regimes 

(T„.Ty) arc given by 

E[l"(l.l)}   =   /, + I,,'V + ^< (C.6) 

E|/'(i.i.)l   - ,,^„v + iU[±^»;- (C.7) 

Comparison: 

1. £[/"(!. 1)] < £•[/-( 1.l))j if 
a"      (l+o'") 
—* < T; TT C-io a2        {\ + a)2 

with a = yrv*'. Solving for \ yields 

= V1 + i- (C-U) 

2. E[/"(l.l)] < E[/"(0.1)) if 

w JU«V^ o"  . (l+o") ,.,,.,. 
Q   <   (1+(0,   ^7^<TTT7^- (C-12) 

The above condition equals condition (CIO). Consequently: 

\ > \=\/^5- <ci3) 

JI 



3. £[/"(!. II] < £[/'(0.0)] if 

M  ,     ow   ,     a-'(l • a*1)   ,     (l+o"i    , 

\ 

" T~, ia~~    "" ' (1 J-o)-1 

v 
(l+o)'-     ri* 

\ / 
Sim «• rrj-'.fr,J > 0 condition (C 1"') Is only satisfied if .1 < 0: 

The above condition equals condition (C.12). Consequently: 

\ > \ f+Jr- 

(CM) 

(C r.i 

(C 10) 

(C 17) 

4.  £|/-(0.(l)| < £|P( 1.(1)1 If 

a»&(l  K»*V 
(1 fo)s 

Thr above condition is inverse to condition (C 12). Consequently: 

\ < \ =v^5- 

(C.18) 

(C 19] 

5. E\l"{l)A))\ < £"|/"(0.1)] if 
<._^      (1 f „") 

n-'       (l+»>- 

The above condition is inverse to condition (CHI)  Consequently: 

\<v = \ i 
1 

(C2U) 

The above conditions determine the ordering of transparency strategies with respei i 

to social welfare »LS shown m equation (16). 

'"•<»»"'»-'*l"*PT*.*»-{ jjjj   |[j; j (C22) 
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